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T
he “Expo965 Team” was founded a cou-
ple of months ago, consisting of 70 vol-
unteer collectors and craftsmen who

participate in various events. The collectors in
the team collect rare items, old currencies
(both coins and banknotes), stamps, old
newspapers and magazines, beads, precious
stones, old documents, old toys and games
from the pre-oil era, parts of old Kuwaiti hous-
es, old pearl diving tools and marine heritage,
media and cinema documents and much
more. The craftsmen in the team include an
artist who makes accessories from electric
wires, a copper sculptor, painters, calligra-
phers, bead makers and others.     

Team goals
The Expo965 Team has many goals. “We

aim to preserve Kuwaiti heritage by collecting
items related to Kuwaiti history and show it to
the public, so they gain knowledge about a
segment of the country’s history. We also aim
to bring together young talents under our
umbrella. Moreover, we aim to improve the
skills of the youth through their participation.
All our activities are for free as we are volun-
teers,” Salem Al-Shimmeri, PR Director of
Expo965, told Kuwait Times.

Since March this year, when the team was
formed, it has participated in nine events at
fairs, schools, universities and other locations.
“The most significant events were the Arab
Media Forum, the 1,000 projects exhibition

and the first exhibition held at the parliament.
These institutions invited us to participate
with our collections, and we focused on items
that are related to Kuwait’s history and her-
itage, especially at school events,” Shimmeri
said.

Some of the collectors also display parts of
their collections for sale. “The founder and
general coordinator of the team Mohammed
Kamal believed many collectors have hidden
treasures that people should see and benefit
from and gain information, so he came up
with the idea of founding Expo965,”  added
Shimmeri. “We aim to get a headquarters for
our team, so we have a place to meet and
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